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On the Double

O

ur maintenance team has been
working hard to keep up with all
the innovative, ongoing improvements
here at Robinson Nursery. We are
excited to share with you a new project
that was recently completed. After
months of hard work, through the
cold of fall and winter, we now have
two additional loading docks in our
shipping yard.
We were able to do much of the renovation in-house. Digging out the
loading docks, building and setting the concrete forms. Our team even
installed the railings and new edge mount hydraulic dock-levelers . These
are adjustable ramps that allows the conveyor to roll into the truck with
ease. To complete the project, a cement truck was hired in; as well as an
over head door company. Despite a series of setbacks, our maintenance
team did an amazing job managing this project and it was completed
just in time for shipping season.

Four loading docks up and running has doubled our shipping capacity; pushing us to work even smarter.
The addition of specialized conveyors to the work
space allows the shipping crew to maintain fluidity
through the high volume of product being sent out.
The conveyors are equipped with a remote start/stop
as well as a remote hydraulic elevator that quickly
and easily allows for height adjustments; saving time
when plants need to be loaded high in the truck. The
mechanized pace of the conveyors generate consistent
loading times, allowing us to reduce man hours, per
truck, by 30% .
We are pleased to share that shipping is well under way. We are currently about 40% shipped. We still
have plenty of great product available. If you are still waiting for your product to ship, take a look at our
availability and see if anything works for you! If you have any questions, do not hesitate to call.
Thank you for choosing Robinson Nursery.

